For each of the following descriptions, tell whether the measurement is most closely related to length, area, or volume. Then, give an appropriate unit of measurement.

1. how many tiles it takes to cover a kitchen floor
2. how much blood your heart can hold
3. how much wood trim is needed to border a room
4. how much juice you can get from a lemon
5. how much paper it takes to make a grocery bag
6. how much a grapefruit weighs
7. how many peaches will fit in a grocery bag
8. how much cheese goes on a pizza
9. how long it takes to mow a lawn
10. how many maps of a given size are needed to chart the earth
11. how much peel you can get from an orange
12. how long it takes to fill a swimming pool
13. how many fish will fit in a freezer
14. how much gasoline it takes to fill your gas tank
15. how much icing it takes to frost a cake
16. how much root beer an ice chest can hold
17. how long it takes to walk around a football field
18. how long it takes to fly around the earth
19. how much gift wrap it takes to cover a door
20. how many fence posts a backyard needs